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Abstract

Companies that seek to venture into providing services in addition to providing products have many 
business issues to consider as there are many differences between providing service and product 
offerings.  One factor that needs to be considered in service offerings is the aspect of time, as 
services are offered for an extended period of time, creating a unique type of relationship between 
the customer and the service provider.  With product offerings, the point of sale is usually the end 
of the product provider and customer relationship.  The added time aspect in the service offering 
brings with it the issues of uncertainty as service contracts are made for a certain period of time in 
the future, where things are unknown.

This thesis looked at types of uncertainties important to service offerings, especially in the 
manufacturing industry.  The uncertainties have an impact on how service offering contracts are 
constructed, as they can affect the profit and costs of the service provider. The three types of 
uncertainties that were examined were product malfunction uncertainty, service delivery uncertainty, 
and customer requirement uncertainty. Using these three types of uncertainty, mathematical models 
were constructed to represent the cost and revenue of different contract types. The different contract 
types were identified through a case study with a product manufacturer in Sweden.  Different 
probability distributions were selected to model the three types of uncertainty based on a literature 
review.  The mathematical models were then used to construct a software program, the uncertainty 
simulator tool, which service contract designers can use to model how uncertainties affect cost and 
revenue in their contracts. 
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1. Introduction

1.1. Overview

As companies try to find ways to compete in today's environment, some companies are shifting 
from only offering products to also offering services or focusing solely on service offerings to try 
and take part in the after sales market.  In some industries the cost to service a product throughout 
its lifetime can be significantly higher than the cost to produce the product, resulting in a significant 
opportunity to make more profit in the servicing rather than the producing of the product.  For 
example, in the airline industry, the cost to service a plane over its lifetime is three times higher 
than the cost to manufacture the plane (Ng and Yip, 2009).  In the manufacturing industry, some 
companies that produce components realize that there is a market for fixing components when they 
malfunction, and instead of leaving it up to third party repairers, they are delving into the world of 
service repair.  There can be a considerable amount of value that can be gained by providing 
services that third party repairers usually conduct (Vandermerwe, 1988).  By offering services, in 
addition to products, manufacturing companies can actually fulfill more of their customers’ needs, 
offering a ‘total package’ and creating barriers to entry that can protect the company’s competitive 
advantage in the long run (Steven et. al, 2009). In addition, by offering services,  machine 
manufacturing companies can gain profit in an industry that some have classified as mature , with 
slow market growth and innovation (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003). A shift from providing solely 
products to providing services to customers could also potentially have a beneficial impact on the 
environment as it reduces the material usage, providing value through service rather than products, 
and follows a trend of moving towards more sustainable practices (Mont, 2002). 

While there may be many benefits realized from shifting from product provider to service provider, 
the move is not achieved without overcoming many challenges. The change in business focus from 
products to products and services, or solely services, also includes a change in the aspects 
companies should focus on from a business perspective (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003).  One major 
component of service offerings that can be difficult to properly address, especially for companies 
that are just beginning to enter the domain of service offerings, is uncertainty.  Uncertainty in how 
the products will function during the service offering, how the service logistics will work, and how 
customers will act, all influence how companies offer services and at what costs. The ability to 
address these uncertainties can impact a company’s profit and success in the service offering 
venture. Developing a method to address such uncertainties that are particular for service offerings, 
specifically in the manufacturing industry, is the main topic of this master thesis.

1.2. Objectives

This master thesis set out to realize three main objectives.  The first object was to identify the 
uncertainties that are pertinent to service offerings. The second objective was to develop a model to 
depict the uncertainties that were identified in the first objective. The third objective was to 
transform the model created in the second objective into a computer software tool that can be used 
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to help better understand uncertainties in service offerings and the impact that they have on the cost 
and revenue of different types of service contracts. The goal of the three objectives is not to 
decrease the level of uncertainty in service offerings, but instead to recognize and better understand 
the uncertainties so that service contracts can be modified accordingly. The target user of the 
computer software are service contract designers, referred to as designers in the thesis, as the 
software allows designers to modify the service contracts to take advantage of the uncertainty 
models and design more profitable contracts for the company.

1.3. Thesis Overview

This section gives a brief introduction to each chapter in this master thesis and a short description of 
its content as well as clarifying the structure of this report.

Chapter 2 covers the methodology undertaken to complete the master thesis.

Chapter 3 includes the background research on uncertainty in general and existing research in 
incorporating uncertainty in products and product and service offerings. It also discusses contracts 
in service offerings.

Chapter 4 examines the models for uncertainty simulation for three different types of uncertainties 
found in service offerings.

Chapter 5 discusses the Alpha Co. case and how the models researched from literature were applied 
in conjunction with information from Alpha Co.

Chapter 6 discusses the software that was created and how it was incorporated into existing service 
offering analyzing software.

Chapter 7 discusses the findings of the thesis and how they are important to furthering research in 
service offerings and uncertainty.

Chapter 8 examines the conclusions of the thesis and suggestions for further development are given.
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2. Methodology

Many steps were undertaken to complete the master thesis including conducting a literature review, 
selecting and carrying out a case study, developing uncertainty models, and creating the uncertainty
tool software tool. The steps are discussed in the sections below and are followed by a discussion of 
the methodology. 

2.1. Literature Review

To begin, a literature study was carried out to establish the current understanding of uncertainty in 
service offerings and how uncertainties are modeled with various mathematical functions.  The 
literature began with first identifying the types of uncertainties and then proceeded with finding 
appropriate probability distributions. Various academic journals were reviewed using search terms 
such as ‘service uncertainty’ and ‘uncertainty probability distributions’. Notes were kept about each 
relevant article, for ease of use in remembering what the article was about when writing the 
literature review section. In addition conference proceedings related to product service offerings 
were examined for information on the latest research conducted.

2.2. Case Study

In order to attempt to tie the results of the literature review to a real world application, it was 
decided that a case study would be undertaken.  Therefore, information was gathered from a
Swedish company that provides products and services in the manufacturing industry, referred to as 
company Alpha Co. in this master thesis.

2.2.1. Case Selection

The selection of Alpha Co. for the case study was straightforward as the supervisor of this thesis
was working with the company already on closely related research. The idea of examining service 
uncertainty had been previously proposed to Alpha Co. by the supervisor before the thesis work had 
begun, and Alpha Co. had expressed interest in having such work carried out.  No other companies 
were considered as possible subjects for the case study.  

2.2.2. Data Collection

Data on Alpha Co.’s past and present service contracts was requested for this master thesis.  The 
information was gathered through email, company visits, and phone contacts with the service 
manager and an employee who worked with the software used to store information on service 
contracts at Alpha Co. To begin data collection an email was sent to Alpha Co. asking for data on 
contracts and in reply Alpha Co. sent an excel spreadsheet consisting of data on present service 
contracts and two complete service contracts. A follow up meeting at Alpha Co. was conducted 
where the outline of the thesis idea was presented again and more detailed information was 
requested.  Several phone calls clarifying the type of data requested were also conducted with Alpha 
Co. 
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2.2.3. Use of Case Study

Unfortunately, due to the various issues at Alpha Co that evolved during the time the thesis was 
conducted, the requests for further information on past service contracts could not be fulfilled.  
Therefore the data gathered from Alpha Co., which consisted of the data on present service 
contracts and general information on how service contracts are conducted at Alpha Co., were used 
more as reference data when constructing the uncertainty models.  The types of uncertainties that 
were identified in the literature review as being relevant to service offerings were verified by using 
the information gathered from Alpha Co. The types of service contracts modeled by the software 
tool were also modeled from the information gathered from Alpha Co.

While Alpha Co. was used as the base case in designing the model and the corresponding software 
tool, the software tool was designed in a general manner so that any company interested in 
modeling uncertainty in service offerings could use the software tool.

2.3. Development of Uncertainty Models

Using the data and information gathered from the literature review and from Alpha Co. as a 
background, a model for service offering uncertainty was then developed.  The model included 
determining appropriate probability distributions to model the uncertainty and developing 
calculations to depict the profit and cost of the service offerings.  

2.4. Uncertainty Tool Creation

The model that was created was then translated into a computer software tool, which involved 
developing input and output screens and writing computer software code to perform the calculations.  
The software development took place at the Tokyo Metropolitan University in Japan with assistance 
from the University of Tokyo as well.. Plans were discussed to integrate the model into an existing 
software tool for service design, Service Explorer, developed at the Shimomura Laboratory at the 
Tokyo Metropolitan University.  

2.5. Analysis of Methodology

The master thesis was conducted under specific conditions that could impact the generalizability of 
the method and results.

The idea of using probability distributions to depict uncertainty is proven in earlier research, 
however the lack of quantitative data available to aid in the selecting the appropriate probability 
distributions could indicate a possibility for improvement.  With additional actual data from 
companies on their product malfunction, customer requirement, and service delivery, it is possible 
that different probability distributions could be better suited to model the data. 
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The uncertainty models were created based on a literature review and information gathered from 
only one company, Alpha Co., and only one department in the company which focuses on one type 
of product.  The extendibility of the model to other departments and other companies, especially in 
other industries, may be limited.  The information gathered from Alpha Co. was at more of a 
qualitative level than quantitative one, as there were data retrieval issues which hampered the effort 
to gather quantitative data. Therefore it is possible that the models may have to be modified when 
data can be obtained, and the models may need to be slightly modified from company to company 
to best depict their uncertainty situation in service offerings.

The generalizability across different offering types and industrial settings is discussed below.

2.5.1. Offering Types

The uncertainty tool was designed in a general manner so that it theoretically could be used by 
companies other than the company used for the case study, Alpha Co.  In actuality, service offerings 
seem to have very specific parameters which change from company to company.  Therefore, while 
the basic method of using probability distributions to depict uncertainty and using calculations to 
determine the revenue and price could be applied to service offerings of other companies, it is 
possible that adjustments to the software would need to be made to offer a customized version to 
each company.  

Outside service offerings, the general method of depicting uncertainty and using calculations to 
model cost and revenue could be used for other types of offerings.  For example, the method could 
be used with product offerings, although the types of uncertainties might be changed and  the 
calculations would also need to be modified.

2.5.2. Industrial Settings

The master thesis conducted a case study in a manufacturing industry.  It is possible that the same 
method used in the master thesis could be applied to other industrial settings, however it is likely 
that the design parameters and inputs in the software tool would need to be modified.  For instance, 
in the software design, the inputs are geared towards machines or products.  For service offerings 
that focused more on offering a pure service such as time or information, rather than a service based 
on a product, the uncertainty tool would need to be modified.  However the basic concept of 
uncertainty and the impact it creates on cost and revenue would most likely still apply, but just in a 
different context.
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3. Background
According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, uncertainty involves not knowing beyond doubt
(Merriam-Webster, 2009).  Uncertainty involves dealing with the unknown and is therefore difficult 
to predict, as it is by definition, not known.  However, by researching and investigating 
uncertainties in certain areas and situations, one can attempt to better understand the uncertainties, 
and perhaps even take measures to prepare for or cope with the uncertainties.   This master thesis 
focuses on uncertainty in the service offering area, as uncertainties can impact how services are 
offered.  The clearer view that one has about the uncertainties present in the service offering the 
better one can shape the service offering to address and account for the uncertainties.  In order to 
get a wider background view of uncertainty, this section also takes a look at uncertainty in the 
product development process and uncertainty in supply chains, as there has been more research 
conducted in these areas compared to uncertainty in service offerings.  The uncertainties in product 
development are investigated because many companies that move into service offerings come from 
a background in products, so if there are similarities between the uncertainties found in products 
and services, companies could be able to use their previous knowledge to aid them in their new 
service offering ventures.  The uncertainties in supply chains could also be applicable because they 
oftentimes consist of products and sometimes services as well if they involve multiple suppliers.  
Comparisons are made between the uncertainties are that found in these areas and service offerings 
to determine their applicability to service offerings.

3.1. Uncertainty versus Risk

Before discussing the background of uncertainty in current research, it is important to distinguish 
the difference between the concepts of uncertainty and risk as the concepts have been treated 
differently in research.  The difference between risk and uncertainty is not a trivial matter and there 
has been research conducted that specify the difference between them and discuss the benefits of 
uncertainty. The debate in the difference between the two concepts has been taking place for quite 
some time, and Knight’s dissertation in the field of economics, written in 1921, on the distinction 
between the two terms is still much debated today.  Knight (1921) proposed that risk was 
randomness with knowable probabilities while uncertainty was randomness with unknowable 
probabilities.

A major point that is made in Sakao et. al (2008) is that uncertainty can be thought of and utilized 
as an opportunity, and not as a risk that should be avoided, as it is treated in many other instances 
(Khan et. al (2008), Hallikas et. al (2002), Tummala & Mak (2001), Tang (2006)). Erkoyukcu 
(2009) makes a distinction between the two concepts and defines uncertainty as the difference 
between predicted outcome and actual outcome and risk as the threat of loss from an unwanted 
event.   

In general, risk has a negative connotation attached to it and is therefore usually minimized as much 
as possible, while uncertainty is viewed with a less negative view, but still avoided if possible. One 
exception is Santiago and Vakili (2005) who look at market requirement uncertainty, development
uncertainty, market payoff uncertainty and how they impact the overall value in R&D projects as 
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well as the importance of management flexibility.  They concluded that increased variability in 
general in market payoff increases the value of the project, flexibility in management can manage 
the increased variability, management flexibility had little impact in the case of market requirement 
uncertainty, and development uncertainty may increase or decrease project value.

This master thesis takes the view that in the study of uncertainty, the idea is not to figure out ways 
how to reduce or eliminate uncertainty, but instead to better understand the uncertainty so that it can 
be used as an advantageous characteristic to better the service offering.  The definition proposed by 
Knight (1921) is not applied in this thesis, but instead risk is defined as something that is unknown 
and brings about only negative consequences while uncertainty is unknown but has the possibility 
to bring about the opportunity for positive consequences.

3.2. Uncertainties in Product Development

Uncertainties in product development have been well studied and there have been several papers 
written about the subject.  Some claim that based on the presence or absence of uncertainties, 
certain steps in the product development process should be taken in order to lessen or accept the 
uncertainties.  These include the way that the product development product is managed as well as 
deciding on what type of product should actually be produced.  The way the project team is setup 
and how it is managed can also be handled as a reflection of the uncertainties that the project is 
expected to face (Takeuchi & Nonaka (1986), Clark & Wheelwright (1992)).  De Meyer et. al 
(2002) concluded that in product development projects there are four different types of uncertainties 
that are observed: variation, foreseen uncertainty, unforeseen uncertainty, and chaos and that most 
development projects have a blend of all four types.  The four types differ in the amount of 
uncertainty and the predictability of the uncertainty.  De Meyer et. al also suggest that project 
managers should identify the types that are present and change their management style and the 
project’s framework to address the uncertainties that are observed.  This is very similar to what is 
being examined in this master thesis in regards to service offerings, but instead of the project’s 
framework in the case of product development, it is suggested that it is the service contract that 
should be altered to account for the different types of uncertainties observed.  

Huchzermeier (2001) discusses the concept of managerial flexibility and the value it has value in 
dealing with uncertainty in R&D projects as management can change course based on the 
uncertainty. Huchzermeier (2001) identified 5 types of uncertainty specifically in research and 
development projects; market payoffs, project budgets, project performance, market requirements 
and project schedule. Part of this master thesis objective is to identify the types of uncertainties that 
are specific to service offerings and they will be compared to see if they are different from those 
identified in product development.  It is hypothesized that the types of uncertainties are different 
since the service offerings exist over a period of time and therefore have a different aspect to 
consider.

Uncertainties in new product development have also been examined in terms of the tradeoff 
between speed to market and uncertainty in the market in a number of studies.  Chen et. al (2005) 
found that the relationship between new product success and speed to market was greatest when the 
amount of market and technology uncertainty were at the medium level. When the uncertainty level 
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is too low or too high, the speed to market did not play an important factor in the new product 
success.  While it is assumed by this master thesis that uncertainty in market is an important factor 
in service offerings, it is not thought that speed to market is that influential as a service offering is 
generally easier to copy than a product, therefore it is not as advantageous to be first to market in 
service offerings, as it is in product offerings.

The main idea that is presented in much of the research on uncertainties in product development is 
that it is good to foresee or plan for uncertainty and adjust the project’s schedule or framework in 
order to accommodate for the uncertainty.  

3.3. Uncertainties in Supply Chains

Uncertainty has also been well addressed in the supply chains of products.  Fisher (1997) concluded 
that the design of the supply chain for a product should partly depend on the uncertainties that are 
inherent in the products characteristics, namely the uncertainty of the product demand. Agreeing 
with Fisher, Lee (2002) proposes that products with different uncertainties should have different 
supply chain strategies.  He discussed two types of uncertainties: supply (stable and evolving 
process) and demand (functional and innovative products) as well as four different types of supply 
chains (efficient, responsive, risk-hedging, and agile) that are inherently aligned for products with 
different supply and demand uncertainties. Lee (2002) proposed aligning the appropriate supply 
chain strategy to the products level of supply and demand uncertainty by using the internet to share 
information between levels in the supply chain.  The concept of aligning a supply chain to match 
uncertainties is quite similar to a key point of this master thesis; the design of service contracts 
should be altered due to the different types of uncertainties present in the service offering.

The idea of using tools and planning in order to diminish the amount of uncertainty in supply chains 
is a common one found in research on uncertainty in supply chains. Khan et. al (2008) displays how 
focusing on product design can help mitigate risk throughout the supply chain. The idea is that the 
uncertainties present in the supply chain can be minimized by changing the product design before 
the supply chain is even in use.  Geary et al. (2002) propose that uncertainty in supply chains can 
be broken into four different types: process, supply, demand, and control and that these 
uncertainties need to be addressed in order to achieve a seamless supply chain, a concept they argue 
is achievable.  

Yin (2006) classified uncertainty in supply chains into four types; random information 
(randomness), fuzzy information (due to complexity, unascertained information (subjective 
knowledge)) and grey information (noise and limits in receiving information). Four types of 
mathematical systems have been developed to address the different types of uncertainties: 
probability, fuzzy mathematics, unascertained mathematics and grey mathematics, respectively 
(Yin, 2006). The uncertainty types dealt with in this master thesis are treated as the random 
information type and therefore are dealt with in a probabilistic manner.
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3.4. Integrated Product and Service Offerings

The idea of combining products with service offerings is often referred to as Integrated Product and 
Service Offerings (IPSO), Product Service Systems (PSS), and Industrial Product Service Systems 
(IPS) (Sakao et. al (2008).  There has been some research conducted on many various aspects of 
IPSOs. 

PSS offering are different from product offerings because change the focus of the designer from 
designing new products to oftentimes using existing products but offering them in a way that 
creates new value or addresses a new need (Morelli, 2003).  They also incorporate services and 
therefore add a dimension of time into the offering.  Services involve offering a specified activity 
over a period of time while product offerings typically offer a product and the offering is complete 
at the point of sale time.  This shift in focus, adding the time dimension, places the uncertainty on 
the supplier as opposed to the customer (Erkoyuncu et. al, 2009).  Usually in product offerings, the 
uncertainty is something the customer must accept as after they purchase the product, any 
uncertainties on how the product will function is dealt with by the customer, not the supplier.  These 
new uncertainties that the supplier has to deal with are unfamiliar to the supplier and therefore the 
supplier does not know how to the handle the uncertainties. 

There are many different types of uncertainties that are present in IPSOs. However there is not 
much research done specifically on uncertainty in IPSOs, especially from the point of view that 
uncertainty can be beneficial.  Sakao et. al (2008) call for the development of a tool to help 
companies address uncertainty  when designing their IPSO so that uncertainties in service offerings 
can be better explored.  Erkoyuncu et. al (2009) identified six types of uncertainty: materials, 
contract requirements, service network, technology, economy and labor requirements.  This master
thesis will focus on three different types of uncertainties which are adapted from three dimensions 
suggested by Sakao et. al (2009a).   Sakao et. al (2009a) argues that there are three main dimensions 
in PSS-design research: the offer (the product and the service, the provider, and the customer/user 
dimension.  Taking these three dimensions, an uncertainty for each dimension is observed.  In the 
offer dimension, which represents the product and service that is offered, product uncertainty is 
apparent.  The product can malfunction, causing an uncertainty in how long or how well the product 
will function throughout the service offering.  This uncertainty can greatly affect the cost of the 
service offering for the provider.  Examining the provider dimension, the ability of the provider to 
provide service delivery for the service is uncertain.  The provider may have variations on how well 
and how on-time it can deliver the service stated in the service offering.  This can also affect the 
cost of the service offering.  The customer/user dimension displays customer requirement 
uncertainty as the customer requirements can be uncertain in service offerings, as customers can 
change their minds regarding the services they require.

These three types of uncertainty (product malfunction, service delivery uncertainty, and customer 
requirements uncertainty) are also found in Erkoyuncu et. al (2009) (materials, service network/ 
labor requirements, and contract requirements).  The two additional uncertainties mentioned by 
Erkoyuncu et. al (2009), economy and technology, are also addressed by Sakao et al (2009b) and 
are identified as market and technology uncertainty.  However these two additional uncertainties are 
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considered the most difficult for the service provider to influence and therefore are not addressed in 
this master thesis. 

There is an absence of research done specifically on these three types of uncertainties in service 
offerings. However, they have been minimally researched in other areas. In a general case, 
Erkoyuncu et. al (2009) has researched the difficulties that uncertainties cause in cost estimation for 
PSS. They argue that the cost estimation difficulties in PSS cases are more prevalent than in straight 
product offerings as the added time dimension makes predicating uncertainty more difficult and that 
equipment reliability (product malfunction in this paper) and spare rate demand (linked to service 
delivery reliability) are important uncertainty sources in PSS.

Product uncertainty has been researched by Murphy and Paasch (1997) who analyzed how being 
able to include predictability of repairs for Boeing 737s can be helpful in decreasing the life cycle 
costs of parts. Using historical data available, they chose an exponential distribution to model the 
failure rate of parts.  Erkoyuncu (2009) conducted research in the aerospace and defense industries 
on product malfunction uncertainty and its importance as a major factor in the driving force for cost 
estimation uncertainty.

Customer uncertainty, as is defined in this paper as the changes a customer may make after signing 
a contract, is not well researched. Gonzalez-Zugasti et. al (2001) discussed uncertainty when 
deciding whether to offer a platform-based product family products and the importance of selecting 
a design that will be able to accommodate the various uncertainties , i.e. designing a flexible design 
so that the uncertainty of what the customer wants can be addressed with the product platform. 
Martin and Ishii (2002) have also concluded that designing for future uncertainty in customer needs 
is important in product platform design.

Service delivery uncertainty deals with the in-use phase of the service and not much research has 
specifically been done in this area (Erkoyuncu 2001).  There has been research conducted on 
manufacturing lead times and their impact on service delivery, but there is a lack of research on 
service delivery uncertainty and its impact on service offerings.

3.4.1. Contracts

One important aspect of Integrated Product and Service Offerings is the contract.  Due to the nature 
of service offerings involving an extended time dimension, contracts between service provider and 
service receiver (customer) are needed to specify the contents and limitations of the provided 
service. Richter et. al (2009) state that contracts create business models that are oftentimes latent 
with uncertainty and therefore some flexibility should be built into the contract to allow for changes 
in behavior brought upon by uncertainty. There are two types of contracts mentioned by Richter et. 
al (2009), cost-plus, where certain maintenance services are included but any additional services are 
charged to the customer as extra services and most risk falls on the customer, and fixed-price where 
the product’s life-cycle costs are guaranteed and the majority of the risk falls on the service provider.
These two types of contracts will be the types that are examined throughout this master thesis. 
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Another distinction in contracts can be made by the end result of the contracts.  Traditional 
contracts involve tasks or inputs that the service provider agrees to provide, while performance 
based contracts (PBC) contract on providing a certain level of performance (Ng and Yip, 2009). Ng 
and Yip (2009) argue that with a fixed-price contract the supplier bears all of the risk, on a cost-plus 
contract risks are shared between the supplier and customer but there are no incentives for the 
supplier to reduce costs since they get to charge the customer extra, and in a PBC contract risks and 
incentives are more equally shared between supplier and customer. 

It is the view of this thesis that regardless of what type of contract is used, there is some amount of 
uncertainty that will be present within the contract duration.  While the uncertainty (or risk as Ng 
and Tip, 2009 refer to it) is the burden of different parties depending on the type of contract, it is of
both parties interest to better understand the uncertainties in order to analyze the possible contract 
outcomes. 

3.4.2. Ownership and Control in Contracts

Service contracts take place between an offering company and their customer and commit the 
service providers (the offering company) to certain configuration, execution and delivery of their 
processes and resources over a long time (Dausch & Hsu, 2006).  However, depending upon the 
details of the contract, the service providers could have varying degree of responsibility over the 
service contract life time.

According to Sakao et. al (2009b) determining the ownership and control of products and services 
in contracts is important as they indicate how the contract should be written and specify 
responsibilities.  Sakao et. al (2009b) suggests that there are three types of alternatives for 
ownership/control that can be selected in drafting contracts (machine provider, machine user, or 
third-party supplier), and that one of these options should be specified for the design parameters of 
products and services (see Table 1).  This idea of specifying control of different parameters in a 
service contract will be utilized in the uncertainty simulation tool, as it will aid in identifying the 
type of contract that is made between the service provider and the customer.
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Design 
parameters

Alternatives

Ctl. products

Ctl. spare 
parts

MP MU 3rd SP

Own. 
Products

MP MU 3rd SP

Ctl. services

Ctl. 
installation

MP MU 3rd SP

Ctl. operation MP MU 3rd SP

Ctl. maint. MP MU 3rd SP

Ctl. EOL MP MU 3rd SP
Notes: Ctl.; Control, Own.; Ownership, maint.; 
maintenance, EOL; end-of-life treatment, MP; machine 
provider, MU; machine user, 3rd SP; third-party service 
provider
Source: Sakao et. al (2009b)

Table 1: Service Contract Design Parameters
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4. Uncertainty Simulation Models

4.1. Types of Uncertainties and Models

As previously mentioned, this thesis focuses on three types of uncertainties that are observed in
service offerings: product malfunction, service delivery and demand uncertainty. These three 
uncertainties were chosen in order to build upon the research conducted by Sakao et. al (2009a).  
Product malfunction encompasses the unknown time factor of when a product will breakdown or 
malfunction. Models from the field of reliability engineering are used to model product malfunction 
variables. Service delivery includes variables such as how often the service will be used and how it 
will be delivered. Demand uncertainty is based on customer requirements after the contract has 
been signed.  In terms of the customer activity cycles proposed by Vandermerwe (1993); pre-
purchase, purchase, and post-purchase, the phase this master thesis focuses on is the post-purchase,
i.e. after the customer has purchased the product and is seeking after-sales service.

There are some mathematical equations that have been used in prior research to model 
uncertainties, but not dealing specifically with uncertainties in service offerings. Therefore, this 
master thesis sought to investigate different probability distributions and determine which 
distributions were appropriate for depicting the three different types of uncertainty studied.

4.1.1. Product Malfunction Uncertainty

Product malfunction has been well studied in the field of reliability engineering, which studies 
systems that perform as intended for a certain length of time.  The probability that a device will 
perform is often expressed by the equation below (Equation 1)

  ,                                                         ( Equation 1)

where    is the failure probability density function and t is the length of the 
period of time.

The Weibull distribution (Equation 2) is used for many engineering applications and Shu & 
Wallace (1996) demonstrated in their research on manufacturing costs that it is an appropriate 
distribution for modeling the failure characteristics of joints in manufacturing.  Numerous other 
research have also stated that the Weibull distribution is an appropriate distribution to model 
product failure (Murthy and Blischke, 2006; Hill and Lewicki, 2006; Nassar, 2005). This 
distribution is used to express the product malfunction uncertainty.
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                                                 (Equation 2)

Figure 1: Weibull distribution

In this distribution (Figure 1) , there are two parameters, λwhich is the scale parameter and k 
which is the shape parameter.  The shape parameter determines the general shape of the curve.  The 
higher value of the shape parameter, the less spread out the distribution is. The scale parameter
affects the peak of the distribution curve. 

4.1.2. Service Delivery Uncertainty

Service delivery uncertainty includes logistics and the delay of spare parts delivery to the customer.  
Alpha Co.’s also mentions that spare parts can be delivered to the customer on preparation for a pre-
scheduled  service, but then the customer can reschedule the service appointment.  It can then be a 
common occurrence that the spare parts are misplaced and the service technician needs to search for 
the parts, and possibly reorder the parts if they are considered lost.

The triangular distribution (Equation 3) has been chosen to represent the uncertainty of service 
delivery.  This distribution was chosen as very little data was known for the service delivery 
uncertainty from Alpha Co, and as previously mentioned, there is a lack of research done on service 
delivery uncertainty, especially in terms modeling with probability distributions.  The triangular
distribution is useful when there is limited data, as the minimum and maximum values are used and 
a best guess is used to determine what the distribution looks like (Di Mascio, 2007).  In the future 
when more data is gathered it is possible that the distribution for service delivery uncertainty should 
be changed based upon the known data.  However, in the beginning of a company’s usage of the 
software tool, when they have not entered many contracts into the database, the triangular 
distribution will at least give an approximation of the service delivery uncertainty.
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                                                        (Equation 3)  

Figure 2: Triangular distribution

4.1.3. Demand Uncertainty

Demand uncertainty includes the customers’ ability to change their contracts during the contract 
period.  Customers are bound by the legalities of contract law, but Alpha Co. does allow for some 
changes during the contract time.  During severe economic times, customers might ask to reduce 
their contract, and rather than lose the customer altogether, Alpha Co. allows the customer to make 
contract changes.  Customers might also discard the machines that are under contract in favor for 
newer machines, and in this case Alpha Co. does not make the customer continue their contract on 
the discarded machine.  However, it is possible that other companies have different types of policies 
regarding the flexibility that customers are allowed in respect to their service contracts.  In order to 
make the uncertainty simulator tool as general as possible, while still being applicable to the Alpha 
Co. case, the normal distribution was chosen to represent demand uncertainty.  The normal 
probability density distribution (Equation 4) represents data sets that are clustered about the mean, 
in the shape of a bell curve.  

                            (Equation 4)
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Figure 3: Normal distribution
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5. Alpha Co. Case
Alpha Co. is a worldwide company with its headquarters in Sweden, which manufactures industrial 
products in over twenty countries.  They have 34,000 employees worldwide and in 2008 had 
revenues of over BSEK 70.  They have a range of industrial products that are sold, rented, and 
offered as aftermarket services.  This master thesis focuses on one division at the headquarters in 
Sweden which focuses on offering services for one product type.

5.1. Service Contracts

At Alpha Co. there are four types of service contracts for service offerings in the service department 
that were examined for this research. One contract from each type was examined to gather 
information.

1. Preventative Maintenance
In this contract, parts are serviced at predetermined intervals, as recommended by the 

manufacturer of the parts.  The concept behind this type of contract is to identify issues in 
parts before they cause complete system failure or unscheduled downtime. 

2. Total Service
This contract includes preventative but also includes maintenance or replacement for a part 
that needs service outside of the predetermined maintenance schedule.  

3. Fixed Price
In this contract, certain services will be performed for a certain price.  

4. Inspection Only
In this contract only inspection of the parts and system are included. All costs for servicing 
the parts or systems is extra and not included in the contract.

This thesis focuses on the first two types of contracts, preventative maintenance and total service, as 
those are the two most common types of services requested by Alpha Co.’s customers. 

These two types of service contracts at Alpha Co. can be mapped to the 3 types of ownership types 
proposed by Sakao et. al (2009).  The preventative maintenance contract at Alpha Co. is like the 
machine user ownership proposed by Sakao et. al (2009).  The machine user, in this case Alpha 
Co.’s customer, is accepting part of the risk of the contract as they will pay for any part that is not 
covered by preventative maintenance contract. The total service contract at Alpha Co. matches with 
the machine provider ownership proposed by Sakao et. al (2009).  In this case, the machine provider, 
Atlas Co., is accepting the risk in the contract as they agree to fix all parts covered by the contract 
for a pre-agreed on price, and will not charge the customer any additional costs. The third type of 
ownership suggested by Sakao et. al (2009) is third-party service provider.  In this case there would 
be no contract between the machine provider (Alpha Co.) and the machine user (Alpha Co.’s 
customer).  Table 2 shows these relationships between Alpha Co.’s contract types and those 
proposed by Sakao et. al (2009). 
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Sakao et. al (2009b)
Ownership/Control

Alpha Co.
Contracts

Machine Provider “Total Service contract”

Machine User “Preventative 
Maintenance contract”

3rd Party Supplier “n/a – no contract”
Table 2: Service Design Parameters and Alpha Co. Contracts

5.1.1. Preventative Maintenance Contract Price

Alpha Co. determines the price for the items for preventative maintenance based on their experience 
with past contracts.  There is no formula used to determine the price. The contract price includes a 
certain number of service visits for each piece of equipment covered by the service contract, based 
on recommendations made by the manufacturer. Factored into the contract price is the number of 
service visits, the cost to travel to the customer location, and the cost of the maintenance workers 
expected time to complete the service visit.  Any additional service visits, or any equipment that 
requires servicing that is not included in contract, is charged to the customers as an extra charge.

5.1.2. Total Service Contract Price

Alpha Co. determines the cost of the contract for the total service is determined by taking the prices 
of the preventative maintenance and multiplying by a factor of 1.4.  The 40% extra cost is for the 
risk factor of needing to repair or replace parts outside of the preventative maintenance schedule.  
The markup is based on prior experience where it has been observed total service costs on average 
30% more than preventative maintenance contracts, and the extra 10% is to cover any additional 
costs and to allow Alpha Co. to make a profit on the contract.  One goal of the research is to 
identify if this 40% risk factor is appropriate, and if not, what is the range of appropriate risk factors 
to apply in order to ensure profit. The suggested risk markup range can be used to help contract 
designers realize the possible costs of the contract and therefore with additional information, for 
example competitor pricing, decide the appropriate price of the service contract.  The calculation of 
the added risk factor is crucial as it is possible that if it was reduced, thus reducing the cost of the 
total service, more customers would choose total service, thus increasing Alpha Co.’s profit.  It is 
also possible that the risk factor should be different for different machines, i.e. for different types of 
air compressors or different unit set-ups.

5.2. Uncertainty Types

The three types of uncertainty (product malfunction, service delivery, customer requirements) have 
been identified to be present in service contracts at Alpha Co. through discussions with the 
managers of the service contract division.  Each uncertainty type and the specifics of details with 
regards to Alpha Co. are discussed below.
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5.2.1. Product Malfunction Uncertainty at Alpha Co.

The product malfunction uncertainty observed at Alpha Co. is very similar to the general 
description previously given.  It is not known when a product will malfunction, and due this, the 
costs for the upkeep of products are unknown.  This influences the contract price that Alpha Co. 
offers to customers as they rely on past data to estimate the costs for maintenance for particular 
products.  On average around 75% of product malfunctions are fixed on the first attempt to fix the 
product, either by service or replacement.  The other 25% of malfunctions require several service 
visits to repair the problem, either through service or replacement.  Many times the success of 
fixing the problem is dependent upon the customers’ ability to give details about a problem before a 
service technician arrives on the scene, so that the service technician knows which parts to bring 
along.

5.2.2. Service Delivery Uncertainty at Alpha Co.

There are many factors that influence the service uncertainty at Alpha Co.  One is the customer’s 
unwillingness to allow the service to occur.  At times customers will not allow service to occur as 
scheduled due to a variety of reasons (ex. inconvenience of downtime during service). If this occurs 
many times, the customer is charged extra due to their incompliance with the service contract.  
Spare parts are delivered five days before the planned visits in order to allow for buffer time for 
delivery issues.  However, sometimes in those five days customers place the spare parts in places 
that are inconvenient, causing the service technician to have to look for the location of the spare 
parts before the service visit work can begin. 

5.2.3. Customer Requirement Uncertainty at Alpha Co.

Customers of Alpha Co. are given quite a bit of flexibility in their service contracts.  The main idea 
is that Alpha Co. would rather allow the customer to alter their contract and satisfy the customer 
than have the customer cancel their contract resulting in a loss of a customer for Alpha Co. 
Customers are allowed to add or delete parts from their service contract or reduce running hours of 
their products if Alpha Co. agrees to such a change.  In times of economic downturn, many of Alpha 
Co.’s customers are finding the need to run their products for less time, thus altering the 
maintenance schedule. 

5.3. Information Technology Support  

The information technology (IT) system that is in place can have a significant impact on how data is 
handled, retrieved, and analyzed.  About four years ago, Alpha Co. changed the data systems which 
contained information about their service contracts from their custom developed system to SAP.  
The process of changing systems has been long and employees at Alpha Co. have had difficulties in 
data retrieval as some data is managed in both the old and the new system.  These challenges have 
led to increased time in data retrieval as the new system is being learned, and a limited number of 
employees at Alpha Co. are familiar enough with the systems to be able to access data.  While SAP 
does provide tools to analyze the information that Alpha Co. stores about their contracts, for 
example resource planning, Alpha Co. has not yet taken advantage of these tools due to the steep 
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learning curve and the time availability.  
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6. Computer Software Design

6.1. Software for Managing Uncertainty

One goal of the research was to identify how to implement methods to address uncertainty as 
software, and carryout the methods to actually create such software. Several types of software were 
analyzed in order to decide on appropriate software for creating the simulator.  There were 4 types 
of requirements identified for the software:

 Able to take Extensible Markup Language (XML) as input 

 Able to handle databases 

 Able to compute probability distributions 

 Able to create GUI for user entry and output

In order to do this, the R software was selected, which is free software for statistical computing and 
graphics.  An add on function, R GUI Generator (RGG) was also utilized in order to create the 
graphical user interface (GUI).  RGG provides nontechnical users a way to run code in R without 
having to run R scripts themselves.  Instead, users are presented with a GUI, with data for them to 
enter, and then R scripts are generated and executed in R (Visne et. al, 2009).  The code for R 
scripts and the GUI interface were created as part of this master thesis, and are referred to as ‘the 
simulation tool’ throughout the report. See Appendix A for more detail. 

One advantage of using the R software was that there are many built in functions that can be 
utilized, so that there is less of a need to write software code that has already been developed.  In 
this case, there were already calculation functions for the Weibull and triangular distributions, so 
these did not have to be rewritten.  Also, there were built in random number functions that were 
utilized in the calculations.

There were two main tasks identified for the software:

1. Determine the price versus cost for each of the two different contract types, total service 
and preventive maintenance.  

2. Analyze the markup for risk that should be applied to the total service contract. As 
mentioned previously, Alpha Co. applies a 40% risk factor.  The task is to analyze if this is 
an appropriate percentage and suggest a range of appropriate mark-up percentages.

6.1.1. Software Design

The software is designed for a manufacturing company interested in analyzing their contract options 
to use.  The main target user is the person who designs the contracts for the company as they are the 
ones most familiar with the contracts.  The overall design involves the company entering in inputs, 
having the software calculate based upon the company’s previously completed contracts and display 
outputs of price, cost, and risk mark up factor for the total service and preventative maintenance
service contract types. 
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There are a number of inputs that the company must enter into the tool. The inputs have remained in 
a general form, instead of those identified specifically for Alpha Co. so that the tool could be used 
by a variety of companies, not just Alpha Co.  

The design of the software also includes a database of completed contracts from the company 
utilizing the software to analyze a current potential contract.  From this database, the appropriate 
values for the probability distributions are calculated for the service uncertainty and delivery 
uncertainty variables.  However for the customer uncertainty variable, the company must analyze 
what flexibility their customers have after signing a contract and determine on their own what an 
appropriate probability distribution would be.  This is left up to the company since it is assumed that 
there is a large variety between companies as to how flexible they are with their customers after the 
contract is signed.

Schematics of the two main software tasks are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4: Uncertainty Software Tool - Revenue vs. Cost
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Figure 5: Uncertainty Software Tool - Total Service Margin

6.1.2. Calculation Procedures

The software uses the inputs and the probability distributions, which utilize the database of 
completed contracts, to calculate the revenue and cost of each contract type.  The calculations are 
for each of the contract types were developed as part of this master thesis based on information 
provided by Alpha Co. and knowledge acquired through conducting the literature review.  The 
calculations are described below.

6.1.2.1. Preventive Maintenance Service Contracts

Preventative maintenance service contracts are those contracts which include service visits 
recommended by the product manufacturer, but additional service visits are charged as extra 
services to the customer.

The cost (Equation 5) for preventive maintenance service contracts includes the labor cost, travel 
cost, and spare parts cost, which were the three costs identified by Alpha Co.  To account for 
uncertainty, several factors are added to the cost equation.  The cost with uncertainty ( Equation 6) 
includes the labor cost, travel cost and spare parts cost plus the uncertainty probability distributions 
multiplied by their associated costs.  The service delivery uncertainty probability distribution, which 
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is represented by the Weibull distribution, is multiplied by the associated cost for service delivery.  
The product malfunction uncertainty, which is represented by the triangular distribution, is 
multiplied by the associated cost for product malfunction,  The customer uncertainty, which is 
represented by the probability distribution chosen by the company, is multiplied by the associated 
cost or reduction for the customer requirements change.

Cost = Labor cost  + travel cost + spare parts cost                                                          (Equation 5)

Cost with uncertainty = Labor cost + travel cost + spare parts cost + 
((cost for service delivery) * service delivery probability +
(cost for product malfunction) * product malfunction probability + 
(additional/reduction cost for customer requirements
change) * customer probability)                                                                                        (Equation 6)

The revenue (Equation 7) for preventative maintenance service contracts is the contract price plus 
any additional charges for services not included in the contract since the preventative maintenance
service contract only covers certain parts and any additional parts are charged to the customer 
separately. Revenue with uncertainty (Equation 8) includes the contract price and additional charges 
plus the uncertainty probability distributions multiplied by their associated charges.  The service 
delivery uncertainty probability distribution, which is represented by the Weibull distribution, is 
multiplied by the associated charge for service delivery.  The product malfunction uncertainty, 
which is represented by the triangular distribution, is multiplied by the associated charge for extra 
parts to fix the product malfunction,  The customer uncertainty, which is represented by the 
probability distribution chosen by the company, is multiplied by the associated charge or reduction 
for the customer requirements change.

Revenue = Contract price + Additional charges for services not included in contract      (Equation 7)

Revenue with uncertainty = Contract price + Additional charges for services 
not included in contract + ((additional charge for service delivery) *service delivery 
probability + (additional charge for extra parts) * 
product malfunction probability + (additional/reduction charge for customer
requirements change) * customer probability)                                                                   (Equation 8)
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6.1.2.2. Total Service Contracts

Total Service contracts are those contracts which include service visits recommended by the product 
manufacturer, but also include any extra service visits, labor,  and parts required by the system 
during the contract time.  The customer is not charged any extra price during the contract time for 
additional service, labor, or parts.

The cost (Equation 9) for total service contracts includes the labor cost, travel cost, and spare parts 
cost, which were the three costs identified by Alpha Co.  To account for uncertainty, several factors 
are added to the cost equation.  The cost with uncertainty (Equation 10) includes the labor cost, 
travel cost and spare parts cost plus the uncertainty probability distributions multiplied by their 
associated costs.  The service delivery uncertainty probability distribution, which is represented by 
the Weibull distribution, is multiplied by the associated cost for service delivery.  The product 
malfunction uncertainty, which is represented by the triangular distribution, is multiplied by the 
associated cost for product malfunction,  The customer uncertainty, which is represented by the 
probability distribution chosen by the company, is multiplied by the associated cost or reduction for 
the customer requirements change.

Cost = Labor cost + travel cost + spare parts cost                                                             (Equation 9)

Cost with uncertainty = Labor cost + travel cost + spare parts cost + 
((cost for service delivery) * service delivery probability + (cost for product malfunction)
* product malfunction probability + (additional/reduction cost 

for customer requirements. change)  * customer probability)                                       (Equation 10)

The revenue (Equation 11) for preventative maintenance service contracts is the contract price.  In 
the case of the total service contract there is no additional charges for services not included in the 
contract since the total service contract covers all parts in the unit. Revenue with uncertainty
(Equation 12) is the contract price.  No additional revenue due uncertainty are added since the 
revenue with total service contract is fixed.  The company will earn no additional money from total 
service contracts over what is stated in the contract price. 

Revenue = Contract price                                                                                                  (Equation 11)

Revenue with uncertainty = Contract price                                                                      (Equation 12)
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6.2. User Interface Design

As previously mentioned, the software tool input screen was designed in a general manner so that it 
could be used by many companies and not just Alpha Co. The calculations used in the simulation 
tool pertain to the Alpha Co. case and would need to be modified to include additional information 
for other cases. Therefore in the following section, the general tool will be explained, as well as 
how the general terms apply specifically to Alpha Co.

6.2.1. Input Screen

The user input screen (Figure 6) was designed to allow non-technical users to enter data into the 
simulation tool in a user friendly manner.  The input screen consists of six questions that the user 
(service designer) must answer by only choosing one option. In each of the six questions, the user 
must select between the following three choices:

 Machine Provider 
 Machine User

 3rd Party Supplier. 

The six questions where the above three choices must be specified are as follows:

 Ownership of products
 Control over spare parts 

 Control of installation

 Control of operation
 Control of maintenance

 Control of End of Life

For the Alpha Co. case, only the control of maintenance question is important and used in the 
simulation.  The machine provider option maps to the total service contract, the machine user option 
maps to the preventative maintenance contract, and the 3rd party supplier maps to no contract 
between Alpha Co. and their customer.

There is also a section on the input screen called ’Machine User Options’.  This section deals with 
the customer requirements uncertainty.  Customers may be able to make changes to their contract 
during the time of their contract, and these changes are represented as customer requirements 
uncertainty.  Currently they are modeled by one probability distribution, but in the future based on 
the selection chosen, different probability distributions could be used to model the different 
situations. In this section three different options are given for selection.

 Use given machines entire contract period

 Able to add a machine

 Able to delete a machine
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There are also eight other pieces of information that the user must enter into text cells:

 Contract length (days) – length of the contract

 Price of contract – price customer is charged for the contract
 Cost of travel to location – travel cost from fixed point to customer location

 Labor cost of maintenance – total cost of labor for planned maintenance

 Included service visits – number of service visits included in contract
 Cost of spare parts – cost of replacing each spare part

 Cost of customer requirements change – cost to make a change to the contract

 Output directory – directory where the output will be saved

All of the eight pieces of information entered by the user are used in the Alpha Co. case in the 
simulation tool calculations.

In addition to the inputs about the contract, there is also an input about the report output.  The user 
selects a directory on their computer where the output will be stored.

The inputs entered by the user are stored as variables in the R program for use in the simulation tool 
calculations.
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Figure 6: Input Screen of Uncertainty Software Tool 

6.2.2. Output Screen

The output of the simulation is displayed in numerous ways.  In the RGGRunner window, the 
bottom of the window has a separate ‘Output’ section highlighted with a red circle in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: RGGRunner output screen
  

In this window, messages to the user from the RGGRunner are displayed including the word 
‘Finished’ is displayed to indicate that the software code has run successfully.  The actual output 
from the simulation tool is saved in a file directory indicated by the user in the input screen.  The 
output consists of the following items:

 Text File 
The text file lists the cost, revenue, average cost with uncertainty, and average revenue with 
uncertainty.  

 Graphs
There are graphs constructed and saved in a ‘reports’ folder in a file directory indicated by 
the user in the input screen.  The graphs show the cost and revenue with uncertainty based 
on different randomly selected probabilities from the associated probability distributions.

 Histograms
There are histograms produced that show the frequency of the costs and revenue from the 

simulation.
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6.3. Examples

Two examples were run with the simulator tool in order to test the functionality and output of the 
tool.  It was originally planned to use data from Alpha Co. for the example, but due to the 
unavailability of data, the examples was created.  One example represented the preventative 
maintenance contract at Alpha Co. (Table 3) and the second example represented the total service 
contract (Table 4). Note that the third option available, third party supplier, results in no service 
contract between Alpha Co. and the customer, so an example was not conducted as the costs and 
revenue would be zero. The example values are entered in values of Swedish Kronor (SEK).

The inputs for the example were as follows:

Input Parameter Value

Control of spare parts Machine User

Ownership of products Machine User

Control of installation Machine User

Control of operation Machine User

Control of maintenance Machine User

Control of end of life Machine User

Machine user options Use machines entire contract period

Contract length 1095

Contract price 500100

Cost of travel to location 8000

Labor cost of maintenance 200100

Number of included service visits 5

Cost of spare parts 100100

Cost of customer requirements change 0

Output directory C:\Temp

Table 3: Example 1 inputs- machine user

In Example 1, ”machine user” is chosen for the control and ownership inputs (the first six inputs), 
as this example represents the contract when the machine user, or customer, is responsible for extra 
costs incurred outside of the contract.  This type of contract is the Preventative Maintenance
contract at Alpha Co.
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Input Parameter Value

Control of spare parts Machine Provider

Ownership of products Machine Provider

Control of installation Machine Provider

Control of operation Machine Provider

Control of maintenance Machine Provider

Control of end of life Machine Provider

Machine user options Use machines entire contract period

Contract length 1095

Contract price 500100

Cost of travel to location 8000

Labor cost of maintenance 200100

Number of included service visits 5

Cost of spare parts 100100

Cost of customer requirements change 0

Output directory C:\Temp

Table 4: Example 2 inputs – machine provider

In Example , ”machine provider” is chosen for the control and ownership inputs (the first six inputs), 
as this example represents the contract when the machine provider, or service provider, is 
responsible for all costs.  This type of contract is the Total Service contract at Alpha Co.

The output from the examples show how the cost and revenue can be affected by the three types of 
uncertainties.  

In the first example, the machine user example (preventative maintenance service contract in Alpha 
Co. Case) the following text and graphs are outputs from the simulator. Figure 3 displays the cost, 
revenue, average cost with uncertainty and average revenue with uncertainty.

Figure 3: Simulator text output – machine user service contract
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Figure 4 shows the cost with uncertainty simulated one thousand times.  The x-axis indicates the 
simulation run number while the y-axis shows the cost with uncertainty.

Figure 4: Costs with uncertainty - machine user service contract

Figure 5 shows a histogram of the simulated costs with uncertainty. The x-axis shows the cost with 
uncertainty while the y-axis displays the frequency of the costs.

Figure 5: Histogram of costs - machine user service contract
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Figure 6 shows the revenue with uncertainty simulated one thousand times.  The x-axis indicates 
the simulation run number while the y-axis shows the revenue with uncertainty.

Figure 6: Revenue with uncertainty - machine user service contract

Figure 7 shows a histogram of the simulated revenues with uncertainty. The x-axis shows the 
revenue with uncertainty while the y-axis displays the frequency of the revenues.

Figure 7: Histogram of revenue - machine user service contract

The results from example 2, the machine provider example (total service contract in Alpha Co. 
Case), are displayed in the following text and graphs.  In the text file the cost, revenue, average cost 
with uncertainty, average revenue with uncertainty, and standard deviation for cost is displayed
(Figure 8).  In addition, in the second example the current risk markup, which is entered in the input 
screen, and the calculated suggested markup risk range is also given.  

Figure 8: Simulator text output – machine provider service contract
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Figure 9 shows the cost with uncertainty simulated one thousand times.  The x-axis indicates the 
simulation run number while the y-axis shows the cost with uncertainty.

Figure 9: Costs with uncertainty- machine provider service contract

Figure 10 shows a histogram of the simulated costs with uncertainty. The x-axis shows the cost with 
uncertainty while the y-axis displays the frequency of the costs.

Figure 10: Histogram of costs – machine provider service contract

In this example, example 2 for machine provider, there are no graphs created showing revenue with 
uncertainty since the revenue is fixed for the machine provider (total service for Alpha Co.) service 
contract.
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6.4. Connection with Service Explorer 

Sakao et. al (2008) have previously developed a software tool to address the Service/Product 
Engineering area, called Service Explorer, which was coded at the Tokyo Metropolitan University 
and the University of Tokyo in Japan.  Service Explorer is a computer aided design (CAD) system 
that models service systems using value, costs, and functions of service or product activities, to help 
designers model their systems.  According to Shimomura et. al (2007) product and service design 
should be carried out together in order to increase the value of the product-service set, and therefore 
they designed Service Explorer to facilitate this design process. Service designer designs a service 
by analyzing the customer requirements and the structural design of the service. Service Explorer 
models an activity (service) provided by a service provider to change the state of a service receiver
(customer).  In this way, the service process is modeled, as well as indicating the important actors in 
the service process, namely the service provider and the service receiver. An example of the Service 
Explorer software window in shown in Figure 11.  

Figure 11: Service Explorer

Service Explorer was used to design a blueprint process flow of the three different types of areas 
where uncertainty is observed (customer, product, service) (Figure 12). The design describes how 
the customer, product, and service entities in a service contract behave.  Currently with Service 
Explorer there is no way to incorporate costs, revenue, or uncertainty probabilities into the service 
designs.  
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Figure 12: Uncertainty process diagram

The models that were created during this research that model uncertainty were developed to serve 
as an 'add-on' to Service Explorer, so that uncertainty could be included in Service Explorer.  It is 
also intended that the uncertainty software tool can be used independently if companies choose to 
only explore uncertainty and not partake in the functions available through Service Explorer.

One idea is that the uncertainty simulator tool could be used as an additional function with Service 
Explorer in order to be able to work with costs, revenue, and uncertainty in Service Explorer. The 
user of Service Explorer would use the blueprint process flow to describe the process flow 
associated with a service offering.  The gateway icon ( ) in the blueprint process, represents that 
the process flow can follow one of several paths, and therefore indicates an uncertainty.  When the 
uncertainty simulator tool is used in conjunction with Service Explorer, the xml file which contains 
all of the information of the blueprint process is read by the uncertainty simulator tool which picks 
up on the gateway and translates that into uncertainty within the section that contains the gateway 
(ex. Customer, Product, Service), as depicted in Figure 13.  
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Figure 13: Interaction between Service Explorer and uncertainty simulator tool
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7. Discussion 
This thesis deals with multiple topics that lend themselves to discussion.  The first topic is the 
selection of the software and case used in the master thesis.  The second topic of discussion is the 
results from the examples of the uncertainty simulator tool and the possible implications for service 
contract design. The third point to be discussed is the correspondence between the uncertainties 
observed in products, supply chains and service offerings.

7.1. Software

The software chosen for the implementation of the uncertainty tool was R software.  Choosing this 
software did introduce certain limitations.  There was a learning curve involved as the author was 
not familiar with R software, therefore time was spent learning the software and its associated code 
syntax.  R software is  free ( also called ‘freeware’) and downloadable for all users of the internet.  
Users are also free to write their own supplemental code and post it on the R software website for 
others to use.  This allows software code to be reused instead of having to be rewritten by multiple 
people.  However, it does introduce a risk that the software used may have bugs or errors, as there is 
no guarantee for error free software when it is available for free and written by users around the 
world.  A non free software, Microsoft Excel, was considered as it was known by the author, but it 
was rejected due to its lack of precision and negative reputation in dealing with statistics.  It is 
possible that the uncertainty tool could be written using different software code, perhaps in Java or 
C, which would lift the constraints of having to deal with freeware and the risks associated with 
using freeware.    

7.2. Cases

The examples that were run using the simulation tool demonstrates how various uncertainties can 
have an influence on revenue and cost in a service contract. The examples show that uncertainties 
can increase the cost and revenue so the uncertainties should be considered when determining the 
contract price. 

For example, looking at Example 1, where the machine user is in control of the maintenance 
(referred to as preventative maintenance for Alpha Co.), the cost without uncertainty is calculated to 
be 308,200 SEK, while the average cost with uncertainty is calculated to be 487,498.48 SEK.  The 
revenue without uncertainty is calculated to be 500,100 SEK, while the average revenue with 
uncertainty is calculated to be 679,398.2 SEK.   In Example 2, where the machine provider is in 
control of maintenance (referred to as total service for Alpha Co.), the cost without uncertainty is 
calculated to be 308,200 SEK, while the average cost with uncertainty is calculated to be 591,871 
SEK.  These possible increases in costs and revenue could aid the service contract designer to alter 
the contract contents in various ways.  For instance, the service contract designer could increase the 
cost of the contract, or perhaps change the parameters of the service contract such as the number of 
service visits or parts covered. With the information that the costs and revenue can be variant, and 
by how much, the service contract designer is able to make more informed decisions about the 
design of the service contract.

The suggested markup for risk is between   0.30 and 0.57.  This means that the service provider 
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could lower the cost for their total service contract to include a markup of only 0.30, if they wanted
to focus on the cost of the contract in order to attract more customers.  They could also increase the 
risk markup to 0.57 if they felt that they wanted to have extra security in covering all possible costs 
of the machine provider (total service for Alpha Co.) service contract.  This type of information 
could be useful for the service designer in deciding what an appropriate risk markup is for a 
machine provider (total service for Alpha Co.) service contract instead of just basing the markup 
risk on best guess and previous experience.

  

7.3. Service Offering versus Product Uncertainties

One objective of the master thesis was to determine the types of uncertainties that were applicable 
to service offerings.  The three main types of uncertainties that were studied were suggested by 
Sakao et. al (2008a) and included product malfunction uncertainty, service deliver uncertainty and 
customer requirements uncertainty.  In addition Sakao et. al (2009b) mentioned two different types 
of uncertainties that were not directly handled in this master thesis, market uncertainty and 
technology development uncertainty.  Taking a look at the different uncertainties identified by 
Huchzermeier (2001) that applied to research and development projects (market payoffs, project 
budgets, project performance, market requirements and project schedule), and supply chain 
uncertainties identified by Lee (2002), one can observe some similarities and differences. 

In the case of service offerings, product malfunction uncertainty is similar to project performance in 
product development projects in that both deal with the uncertainty of how the product or project 
will perform.  Customer requirements in service offerings are similar to market requirements in 
product development projects and demand uncertainty in supply chains as all consider that the 
customer demands are unknown.  Market uncertainty in service offerings is similar to market payoff 
uncertainty in product development projects in that the acceptability of the service or product in the 
market is unknown.  Service delivery does not have a place in the uncertainties of research and 
development projects as there is no service being delivered, but it is similar to the supply 
uncertainty observed in supply chains.  The other uncertainties mentioned do not seem to 
correspond to one another.  Technology development uncertainty in service offerings does not have 
a direct correspondent in product development projects or supply chain as mentioned in previous 
research, but it seems as though it could be added as an important uncertainty to consider in both.  
However, because service offerings do oftentimes incorporate a time dimension in the actual 
contract period, the impact on technology development could be greater than that of product 
development projects or supply chain.  The project budget and project schedule uncertainty
observed in product development projects do not have corresponding uncertainties in service 
offerings or supply chain, but they might well be displayed in the planning processes for the service
offerings or supply chain. Table 5 displays the observed similarities and differences in uncertainties.  
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Service Offerings Product Development Projects Supply Chain

Product malfunction uncertainty Project performance uncertainty

Customer requirements 
uncertainty

Market requirements 
uncertainty

Demand uncertainty

Market uncertainty Market payoff uncertainty

Service delivery malfunction 
uncertainty

Supply uncertainty

Technology development 
uncertainty

Project budget uncertainty

Project schedule uncertainty

Table 5: Uncertainty in service offerings, products, and supply chains

Due to the similarities, one can see that several of the types of uncertainties that are present in 
product development and supply chains are similar to those in service offerings; however they do 
have that time aspect added to them.  There are also differences due to the fact that service offerings 
contain the aspect of a service, and therefore possess service delivery uncertainty while product 
projects have uncertainties particular to products.

It is possible that a future development of the uncertainty tool could be tailored to address the 
uncertainties observed in the product development projects and supply chain, and could even 
combine different types of uncertainties from different areas if more than one area was involved in 
the offering.  
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8. Conclusions

Examining uncertainties in service offerings could indeed lead a service contract designer to rethink 
and perhaps redesign the service contract so that the service provider can realize a gain in their 
profits.  Even if examining the uncertainties does not cause them to redesign the service contract, 
through the mere examination of the uncertainty, the service designer gains additional insight on the 
uncertainties that are present in the service contract.

Through the literature review and case study, three important uncertainties were identified to have 
an important impact on service offerings: product malfunction uncertainty, service delivery 
uncertainty, and customer requirements uncertainty.

The examples that were run in the uncertainty simulator tool demonstrated how product 
malfunction uncertainty, service delivery uncertainty, and customer requirements uncertainty can 
have an impact on the costs and revenues of service contracts. By examining the range of costs and 
revenues possible when including uncertainty, it is possible that a service designer would want to 
alter the way the contract is written in order to make the contract more favorable for the service 
providing company.  The markup for risk factor for a total service contract (machine provider) is 
also a factor that could be altered by the service contract designer in order to provide a more 
favorable contract offer for the customer, while still maintaining a contract price that will cover the 
service providers’ most likely costs and allowing a profit.

8.1. Future Opportunities

This thesis is meant to be a base for the design of the simulator for uncertainty.  Due to various 
constraints, only a certain number of concepts and issues could be included in this design. This 
means that there are various areas for future opportunities and research in order to expand the usage 
and applicability of the service uncertainty tool.  A few of these areas are mentioned below.

8.1.1. Expand Contract Types

The model only considered two types of service contracts, preventative maintenance (machine user)
and total service (machine provider).  One possibility for further research is to alter the model to 
include other types of service contracts.  This would allow for a broader usage of the model. As 
well, the models should be tested with data from contracts from other companies to test the 
extendibility of simulation tool.

8.1.2. Expand Design Parameters

The design parameters which represent the ownership and control of different product and service 
types mentioned by Sakao et. al (2009b) are currently used in the simulator uncertainty tool to a 
limited extent.  Only the control of maintenance parameter is used to model different types of 
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contracts.  To extend the flexibility of the tool the other design parameters could be taken into 
consideration in the calculations, so that the influence of the parameters could be analyzed.

8.1.3. Other Uncertainties

In the simulation calculations, only product malfunction, customer requirements and service 
delivery uncertainties were considered.  In order to better model the uncertainties in service 
offerings, it could be beneficial to include the additional two uncertainties suggested by Sakao et. al 
(2009b) and Erkoyuncu (2002), namely market uncertainty and technology development 
uncertainty. 

8.1.4. Uncertainty Dependence

The uncertainties represented in the simulation (product malfunction, service delivery, customer 
requirements) are assumed to be independent of one another in the simulation.  However in many 
cases, it is possible that the uncertainties could be interrelated to one another.  For instance, if the 
product malfunctions many times, the probability that the customer decides to remove the 
troublesome product from their contract could be higher than if the product does not malfunction.  
These dependencies are not modeled in the simulator, but could be added to future simulations to 
more accurately represent interdependent processes.
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10. Appendix

10.1. Appendix A: RGGRunner design

Typically the R software is used to run statistical computations by the end user through a command 
line window, where the end user is familiar with the R software language commands.  RGGRunner
is a standalone application that allows end users with little R software developing knowledge to run 
scripts in the R software (Figure 14).  For this master thesis, the R script and GUI tags (.rgg files) 
were developed. The R packages and functions and the RGG development environment were 
downloaded from the RGG software website (http://rgg.r-forge.r-project.org/index.html). The 
developed .rgg scripts are run in the RGGRunner by the end user without having to be familiar with 
the R software. RGGRunner provides a window (Figure 15) to run the rgg file and display output to 
the user.

Figure 14: RGG design
Source: Vilsne et. al (2009)
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Figure 15: RGGRunner Window
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10.2. Appendix B: Software Code

The software code written for the simulation uncertainty tool was written in the R software 
language, specifically using the syntax for the RGGRunner tool.  Comments about the code are 
indicated by “#” in front of the line.

<rgg>
objects.before = objects()

################################################################################
##### 1. RGG CODE                                                ###############
################################################################################

##### 1.1. Tool name                                            ############### 
    <h3 text="Simulator for Uncertainty" aligment="center" span="full"/>    

##### 1.2. Input                                             ###############
    <gaprow height="1"/>
    

<separator label="Control of Products Inputs" span="full"/> 
<label text = "Control of spare parts" span="full"/>
<hbox>
<radiobutton var="sparepartsMP" label="Machine Provider"
button-group="sp" selected="TRUE"/>
<radiobutton var="sparepartsMU" label="Machine User"
button-group="sp"/>
<radiobutton var="spareparts3rd" label="3rd Party Supplier"
button-group="sp"/>
</hbox>

<label text = "Ownership of Products" span="full"/>
<hbox>
<radiobutton var="productsMP" label="Machine Provider"
button-group="pr" selected="TRUE"/>
<radiobutton var="productsMU" label="Machine User"
button-group="pr"/>
<radiobutton var="products3rd" label="3rd Party Supplier"
button-group="pr"/>
</hbox>

<gaprow height="2"/>

<separator label="Control of Services Inputs" span="full"/> 
<label text = "Control of installation" span="full"/>
<hbox>
<radiobutton var="installationMP" label="Machine Provider"
button-group="in" selected="TRUE"/>
<radiobutton var="installationMU" label="Machine User"
button-group="in"/>
<radiobutton var="installation3rd" label="3rd Party Supplier"
button-group="in"/>
</hbox>

<label text = "Control of operation" span="full"/>
<hbox>
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<radiobutton var="operationMP" label="Machine Provider"
button-group="op" selected="TRUE"/>
<radiobutton var="operationMU" label="Machine User"
button-group="op"/>
<radiobutton var="operation3rd" label="3rd Party Supplier"
button-group="op"/>
</hbox>

<label text = "Control of maintenance" span="full"/>
<hbox>
<radiobutton var="maintenanceMP" label="Machine Provider"
button-group="ma" selected="TRUE"/>
<radiobutton var="maintenanceMU" label="Machine User"
button-group="ma"/>
<radiobutton var="maintenance3rd" label="3rd Party Supplier"
button-group="ma"/>
</hbox>

<label text = "Control of end of life" span="full"/> 
<hbox>
<radiobutton var="eolMP" label="Machine Provider"
button-group="eol" selected="TRUE"/>
<radiobutton var="eolMU" label="Machine User"
button-group="eol"/>
<radiobutton var="eol3rd" label="3rd Party Supplier"
button-group="eol"/>
</hbox>

<gaprow height="7"/>
<separator label="Machine User Options" span="full"/>
<hbox>
<radiobutton var="CUgm" label="Use given machines entire contract period"
button-group="muo" selected="TRUE"/>
<radiobutton var="CUadd" label="Able to add a machine"
button-group="muo"/>
<radiobutton var="CUdelete" label="Able to delete a machine"
button-group="muo"/>
</hbox>

<gaprow height="7"/>
<separator label="Contract Inputs" span="full"/>
<textfield var="contractLength"  label="Contract Length (days)" data-type="number"
size="15"/>    
<textfield var="contractPrice"  label="Contract Price" data-type="number"
size="15"/> 
<textfield var="travelCost"  label="Cost of Travel to Location" data-type="number"
size="15"/> 
<textfield var="laborCost"  label="Labor Cost of Maintenance" data-type="number"
size="15"/> 
<textfield var="serviceVisits"  label="Number of Included Service Visits" data-type="number"
size="15"/>   
<textfield var="costspareParts"  label="Cost of Spare Parts" data-type="number"
size="15"/> 
<textfield var="costCustReq"  label="Cost of Customer Requirements Change" data-type="number"
size="15"/>
<textfield var="riskFactor"  label="Current Risk Factor Markup (example .4)" data-type="number"
size="15"/>
<gaprow height="7"/>

<gaprow height="7"/>
<separator label="Probability Distribution Inputs" span="full"/>

<label  text="Product Malfunction"/>
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<textfield var="shape"  label="Shape" data-type="number"
size="15"/>  
<textfield var="scale"  label="Scale" data-type="number"
size="15"/> 
<gaprow height="2"/>
<label  text="Service Delivery"/>
<textfield var="lowLimit"  label="Lower limit" data-type="number"
size="15"/> 
<textfield var="upLimit"  label="Upper limit" data-type="number"
size="15"/> 
<textfield var="mode"  label="Mode" data-type="number"
size="15"/> 
<gaprow height="2"/>
<label  text="Customer Requirements"/>
<textfield var="mean"  label="Mean" data-type="number"
size="15"/> 
<textfield var="stdDeviation"  label="Standard deviation" data-type="number"
size="15"/> 

<gaprow height="2"/>
<separator label="Report Options" span="full"/>
<gaprow height="2"/>
<hbox>
  file  = <filechooser var="outputdir" label="Output Directory" fileselection-mode = "directories-only"/>
</hbox>

    
################################################################################
##### 2. R CODE                                                #################
################################################################################

##### 2.1. Analysis                            #################               

#install necessary package for the triangular distribution
install.packages("triangle",repos="http://cran.us.r-project.org")
library(triangle)

if(is.na(outputdir)){  
  outputdir=paste(getwd(),"report",sep="/")
  if(!file.exists(outputdir))

dir.create(outputdir)
  
}else{

outputdir=paste(outputdir,"report",sep="/")
if(!file.exists(outputdir))

dir.create(outputdir)
}

setwd(outputdir)
cat("Contract Information " , file= "c:/temp/test.txt","\n")

#variable to keep track of program runs
run=0

#checks to see if first run of program
if(file.exists("c:/temp/data.rdata")){

load("c:/temp/data.rdata")
run=1
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}

#save data to data.rdata file for future use
if(run ==0) {

vcontractLength= c()
vcontractPrice = c()
vtravelCost= c()
vlaborCost= c()
vserviceVisits= c()
vcostspareParts= c()
vcostCustReq= c()

} else{ 
vcontractLength=c(vcontractLength,contractLength)
vcontractPrice = c(vcontractPrice,contractPrice)
vtravelCost= c(vtravelCost,travelCost)
vlaborCost= c(vlaborCost,laborCost)
vserviceVisits= c(vserviceVisits,serviceVisits)
vcostspareParts= c(vcostspareParts,costspareParts)
vcostCustReq= c(vcostCustReq,costCustReq)

}

save(vcontractLength,vcontractPrice,vtravelCost,vlaborCost,vserviceVisits,vcostspareParts,vcostCustReq, file = 
"c:/temp/data.Rdata")
vcontractLength
vcontractPrice
vtravelCost
vlaborCost
vserviceVisits
vcostspareParts
vcostCustReq

##Calculate Proability distributions
#Product malfunction uncertainty
prodUnc=dweibull(rweibull(1000, 1, scale=1), 1, scale=1)
prodUnc
avgProdUnc= mean(prodUnc)

#Service delivery uncertainty
serviceUnc=rtriangle(1000,a=0, b=1, c=0.5)
serviceUnc
avgServiceUnc=mean(serviceUnc)

#Customer requirements uncertainty
custReqUnc = dnorm(rnorm(1000))
custReqUnc
avgCustReqUnc = mean(custReqUnc)

## calculations based on contract Type specified by Control of Maintenance Variable

#Alpha Co. Total Service contract
if (maintenanceMP==TRUE){

#cost without uncertainty
cost = as.numeric(laborCost) + as.numeric(travelCost)+ as.numeric(costspareParts)

        cat("Cost is " , cost, file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE, "\n")

        #revenue without uncertainty  
revenue = as.numeric(contractPrice)
cat("Revenue is " , revenue, file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE, "\n")
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#cost with uncertainty
costwUncer= cost + (cost * avgServiceUnc) + (as.numeric(costspareParts) * avgProdUnc) + 

(as.numeric(costCustReq) * avgCustReqUnc)
cat("Average Cost with uncertainty is " , costwUncer, file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE, "\n")

#revenue with uncertainty
cat("Average Revenue with uncertainty is ", revenue, file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE, "\n")

#create graph of cost value with uncertainty
costwUncerGraph=c(seq(1,1000))
for (i in 1:1000){
costwUncerGraph[i]= cost + (cost * serviceUnc[i]) + (as.numeric(costspareParts) * prodUnc[i]) + 

(as.numeric(costCustReq) * custReqUnc[i])
}
cat("Standard deviation for cost is ", sd(costwUncerGraph), file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE, 

"\n")
plot(costwUncerGraph, main="Cost with Uncertainty", xlab="Index", ylab="Cost")
hist(costwUncerGraph,20,freq=TRUE, main="Histogram Cost with Uncertainty", xlab="Cost", 

ylab="Frequency")

#calculate risk factor for total service
sortedcostwUncerGraph=sort(costwUncerGraph)
smallCost=sortedcostwUncerGraph[250]
largeCost=sortedcostwUncerGraph[750]
preMainCost=as.numeric(contractPrice)/(1+as.numeric(riskFactor))
lowerBound=format((smallCost/preMainCost)-1, digits=2)
upperBound=format((largeCost/preMainCost)-1, digits=2)
cat("The current risk markup is ", riskFactor, ". Markup for risk should be between ", lowerBound, " 

and " ,upperBound,  file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE)

}

#Alpha Co. Preventative Maintenance contract
if (maintenanceMU==TRUE){

#cost without uncertainty
cost = as.numeric(laborCost) + as.numeric(travelCost)+ as.numeric(costspareParts)

        cat("Cost is " , cost, file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE, "\n")

#revenue without uncertainty
revenue = as.numeric(contractPrice)
cat("Revenue is " , revenue, file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE, "\n")

#cost with uncertainty
costwUncer= cost + (cost * avgServiceUnc) + (as.numeric(costspareParts) * avgProdUnc) + 

(as.numeric(costCustReq) * avgCustReqUnc)
cat("Average Cost with uncertainty is " , costwUncer, file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE, "\n")

#revenue with uncertainty
revenuewUncer = as.numeric(contractPrice) + (cost * avgServiceUnc) + (as.numeric(costspareParts) * 

avgProdUnc) + (as.numeric(costCustReq) * avgCustReqUnc)
cat("Average Revenue with uncertainty is ", revenuewUncer, file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE, 

"\n")

#create graph of cost value with uncertainty
costwUncerGraph=c(seq(1,1000))
for (i in 1:1000){
costwUncerGraph[i]= cost + (cost * serviceUnc[i]) + (as.numeric(costspareParts) * prodUnc[i]) + 

(as.numeric(costCustReq) * custReqUnc[i])
}
cat("Standard deviation for cost is ", sd(costwUncerGraph), file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE, 
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"\n")
plot(costwUncerGraph,main="Cost with Uncertainty", xlab="Index", ylab="Cost")
hist(costwUncerGraph,20,freq=TRUE,main="Histogram of Cost with Uncertainty", xlab="Cost", 

ylab="Frequency")

#create graph of revenue value with uncertainty
revwUncerGraph=c(seq(1,1000))
for (i in 1:1000){
revwUncerGraph[i]= as.numeric(contractPrice) + (cost * serviceUnc[i]) + (as.numeric(costspareParts) 

* prodUnc[i]) + (as.numeric(costCustReq) * custReqUnc[i])
}

plot(revwUncerGraph,main="Revenue with Uncertainty", xlab="Index", ylab="Cost")
hist(revwUncerGraph,20,freq=TRUE,main="Histogram of Revenue with Uncertainty", 

xlab="Revenue", ylab="Frequency")
}

#Alpha Co. no contract
if (maintenance3rd==TRUE){

cat("There is no contract between machine provider and machine user", file= "c:/temp/test.txt", 
append=TRUE, "\n")

cat("Cost is zero ", file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE, "\n")
cat("Revenue is zero" ,file= "c:/temp/test.txt", append=TRUE)

}

</rgg>
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10.3. Appendix C: Running the Uncertainty Simulation Tool

There are steps that the end user of the simulation tool must take in order to setup his environment.  
Those steps are outlined below.

1. Download and install R software (version 2.8 or higher)
2. Install java (version 5 or higher)
3. Install RGG
4. Open RGG program
5. Choose File->Open RGG
6. Select Uncertainty Simulation Tool.rgg file
7. Fill in inputs
8. Click the ‘run’ icon
9. View results in specified output folder

The uncertainty simulation tool R script is then loaded into the RGGRunner and the end user can 
begin filling in the required inputs and then run the calculations.


